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• South African municipalities provide a wide range of asset-based services to businesses, 

government institutions, social institutions and households

Contents

Infrastructure services Community services

Potable water and sanitation Sports, cultural and recreational facilities 

Roads and stormwater Health and educational facilities

Electricity supply Community safety

Solid waste and street cleansing Agricultural market services

• These services should ensure social health and well-being, and support economic growth

• Experiences of the past decade or so have indicated otherwise: dilapidated infrastructure, 
service failures and resultant service delivery protests

• The lack of infrastructure maintenance has been highlighted as perhaps the key contributor to 
the current state of affairs

• A number of causes has been identified, the most prominent of which include the lack of 
sufficient and competent technical staff, and insufficient funding   
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• Infrastructure under direct control of municipalities have a current replacement cost value of 

R 723 billion (excl. land)

Value and condition of municipal infrastructure

• Some 45% - 50% of the economic and/or service potential of the nation’s municipal 

infrastructure portfolio has been consumed
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• National Treasury estimated total municipal asset repairs and maintenance spending at R 8.9 

billion for 2008/9 – 7% of annual operating expenditure

• Some R 12.1 billion per annum is required to maintain and repair the current infrastructure 

portfolio (weighted 1.68% of CRC)

• A further R 3 billion is required for the maintenance and repair of non-infrastructure assets

• The current national funding shortfall for total municipal maintenance and repair is then in the 

order of R 6.2 billion

Funding for maintenance
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• It is a fallacy to assume that all infrastructure must be in pristine condition

• South Africa has been creating municipal infrastructure for more than a century, and with 

network lives ranging between 30 – 50 years, one would expect a range of condition gradings

• Regardless of the quality of maintenance, assets will deteriorate to the point where renewal is 

required

• Some R 338 billion of the value of the existing portfolio has been consumed

• About 10.3% of current replacement cost is required to address the probable renewals 

backlog: this amounts to R 74.4 billion

• A further R 19 billion per annum is required for ongoing asset renewal

Funding for renewals
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• Political preference for new asset creation

• Institutional overload

• Lack of asset knowledge

• Substandard construction

• Asset overloading and/or under utilisation 

• Inability to properly assess maintenance needs and funding requirements – and to implement 

maintenance programmes and budgets

• Maintenance budget provisions that are treated as discretionary items

• Weak technical and financial skills

• Absence of asset lifecycle planning

• Selection of inappropriate service levels and infrastructure solutions

• Unrealistic development planning practices

• Inadequate revenue base and/or cost recovery

• Vandalism and theft

• Explosions in local economic growth and shrinking local economies and populations

Causes of current condition of infrastructure
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It is not known to what extent the current condition of municipal infrastructure can be 
attributed to poor construction, normal deterioration patterns, sub-standard 
maintenance, or to insufficient renewals activity



Causes of current condition of infrastructure (cont’d)
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Causes of current condition of infrastructure (cont’d)
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Causes of current condition of infrastructure (cont’d)
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Economy of scale Ekurhuleni Greater Sekhukhune

Geographic coverage (km2) 1 924 13 426

Nr. of fixed point assets:  potable water 1 018 4 168



• Loss of confidence in government’s ability to deliver and manage infrastructure

• Civil protests

• Changes in social attitudes and the national psyche 

• Outbreaks of preventable diseases

• Environmental damage

• Cost of occupational injuries, property damage, 3rd party costs, the cost of loss of sales

• Pressure to construct additional bulk infrastructure and to design for strategic redundancy

• Accelerated asset decay and depletion of the nation’s wealth

• Unaccounted for water due to the poor condition of infrastructure may cost the country in the 

order of R 2 billion per annum

• Damper on economic growth

• Economic disinvestment and lost opportunities with regard to potential investors

Implications of not properly caring for assets
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• The Municipal Finance Management Act

• Managing Community Assets Guide

• International Infrastructure Management Manual and supporting guides

• Government Immovable Asset Management Act

• National Infrastructure Maintenance Strategy

• GRAP 17: Property, Plant and Equipment

• IAS 36: Asset Impairment

• Local Government Infrastructure Asset Management Guidelines

• Local Government Capital Asset Management Guidelines

• Verification and Valuation of Major Water Resource Infrastructure Guide

• Municipal Asset Transfer Regulations

• MFMA Budget Formats Guide

• National Water Services Infrastructure Asset Management Strategy

• Comprehensive Infrastructure Plans

• Municipal Services Finance Model

• Various exposure drafts

• Municipal supports initiatives of COGTA, the European Union, LGSETA and the Limpopo 

Government 

National initiatives
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Funding requirements in context 
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Expenditure items

(R millions)

2008/09

NT estimates Required

Employee costs 36 354  36 354

Repairs & maintenance 8 943  15 150

Depreciation 0 18 977

Finance charges 8 029 8 029

Materials and bulk purchases 25 027 25 027

Other expenditure 43 016 43 016

Total 121 369 146 553

Operating expenditure:

• Consumer price inflation in July 2009 stood at 6.7%

• It has been estimated that increases in administered prices contributed 0.7% of this figure

• Providing for depreciation and increasing maintenance provisions would require an increase of 

21% in total municipal operating expenditure

• Annual municipal capital formation at present is around the R 29 billion mark, as a result some 

additional R 1.25 billion per annum is required to maintain assets, and to provide for depreciation 

– this amount excludes provision for additional operations’ costs  

Capital expenditure:

• The current renewals backlog is equivalent to almost 3 years’ total municipal capital expenditure 

• In addition, the ongoing annual renewal needs would consume 65% of current CAPEX    



Moving forward
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• Reconsider development planning practices, service levels, infrastructure solutions and 

funding strategies

• Increased focus on service delivery, operating consequences and affordability

• Apply asset prioritisation and optimised decision-making techniques

• Adoption of demand management, failure management and risk management techniques     

We can’t afford our assets, yet we can’t afford not to look after them, so we need fresh 
thinking…  



Moving forward
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